ONLINE AUTOMATED DATA BACKUP
ESSENTIAL SECURITY FOR YOUR PRACTICE
Keep your practice’s
information safe and
secure with MaxiVault™
data backup software
Protect your valuable data
from unexpected disaster
Save time with
automated backups
Encrypt and store data
off-site for complete
peace of mind
Restore lost or damaged
data quickly and easily
Protect the privacy
of confidential data
Only pay for what you
use to minimize cost

Maximum Data Protection
MaxiVault is state-of-the-art
software to protect your
practice’s information from the unexpected.
You insure your other assets—your house,
your car, your practice’s equipment.
But how do you replace lost patient data
in the event of theft, accidental deletion,
server crash, burst sprinkler system, fire,
flood or other disaster? The answer is
MaxiVault. Its automated data backup to
a remote location is like a full coverage
insurance policy for your practice’s data.

To learn more, call 1.800.663.7199

Quick, Easy
and Secure
Backup all your practice
information—Maxident and
non-Maxident files—that
you cannot afford to lose.
Schedule the backups to
occur as frequently as you
want, at any time you want.
It is all automatic, and
eliminates human backup
error. Protect your practice
data with minimal time and
effort, so you can spend more
time with your patients.

Fast Disaster
Recovery
Use MaxiVault’s data
restoration capabilities
to quickly recover your
files in the event of lost
data. And, in the case of
a disaster that requires
you to replace your
server and other office
computers, you can be
up and running again
with MaxiVault with
minimal disruption
to your practice.
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Online, Remote, Scheduled,
Automated Data Backup
State-of-the-art, off-site, data centre
Six-month file retention period
Multiple backup version retention
Data encryption and compression

Backup
Maxident and
non-Maxident
files

Minimal storage requirements
Encryption keys
128-bit Twofish encryption algorithm
(block cipher)

+

IP address access restrictions
Backup failure detection and recovery

Privacy and
Confidentiality Assured
MaxiVault has cutting-edge
technologies to protect the
confidentiality of your backup data
through encryption, compression,
and data access control.
It encrypts your backup files
before sending them to the data
centre. Then, if ever you need
to recover your data, you simply
decrypt your files using the
same key as you used for the
encryption. Keep your encryption
key safe, and be confident that,
with MaxiVault, complete privacy
protection of your patient data
and other files is assured.

Restricted Access
Plus, MaxiVault restricts access
to your backup files to a list of IP
addresses that you set. If anyone
tries to access your data from
a computer with an IP address
that is not on your defined list,
access to your backups is denied.
This provides an additional layer
of protection in keeping your
practice’s information confidential.

Minimum Backup Time

Backup Failure

What’s more, MaxiVault compresses your
encrypted files to shorten the transmission
time. It is also smart enough to only
backup changes in your data since the
previous backup. Therefore, after the initial
full backup, all subsequent backups are
incremental only, saving both time and
any transmission costs. MaxiVault’s data
compression also minimizes the space
your backups require in the data centre to
minimize memory storage costs. It also
adds an extra layer of privacy protection
for your practice’s data.

If ever your backup fails for any
reason, such as a lost internet
connection in the middle of the
backup transmission, MaxiVault
alerts you and Maxident
Support immediately of the
failed backup. Maxident
Support then takes
corrective measures.

MAXIVAULT IS
ESSENTIAL SECURITY
FOR YOUR PRACTICE.
Multiple Backup Versions
Your backups are retained by MaxiVault for
six months before they are automatically
purged from the data centre. Retrieve
any version of backup you want during its
retention period. This is invaluable if you
discover a data corruption that occurred
prior to the last backup. Simply go back to
an older backup version that is known to
be good and pre-dates the corruption.

To learn more, call 1.800.663.7199

Why MaxiVault?
Your practice’s data is one of your
most valuable assets. Moreover,
your patients trust you to protect
their information. Consider the
consequences, therefore, if you
lose your data. Now imagine
the peace of mind you gain in
knowing your data is safely
backed up in a state-of-the-art
data centre. MaxiVault makes
this a reality. It is a high-tech,
automated, secure, data backup
system that protects your data,
its privacy, and its confidentiality.
An integral component of
the Maxident software suite,
MaxiVault is essential security
for your practice.
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